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We present a case of a healthy 22 years old who presented with bruising
and hematoma following a minor trauma. Investigations showed severe
thrombocytopenia but complete hematological investigations did not reveal
a cause. An aggressive treatment with steroids, IVIG, anti-D, splenectomy
and immunosuppressant proved to be refractory. A subclinical transaminitis
prompted an infectious workup which revealed Cytomegalovirus infection.
Platelet count improved and remained stable after eradication of
Cytomegalovirus. We conclude that infection with CMV should be ruled out in
cases of severe refractory immune thrombocytopenic purpura.

Background

CASE PRESENTATION

Idiopathic thrombocytopenia(ITP) is a bleeding disorder

A 22 years old male presented to the emergency department

characterised by an abnormal decrease in the number of
platelets secondary to immune mediated platelet destruction
and impaired platelet production.

1-4

Infections such as

Cytomegalovirus, H.Pylori, HIV, and Hepatitis C have been
implicated to cause a post-infectious ITP in adults. These
aetiologies have been attributed to trigger an autoimmune
response against platelets, even though the infections
themselves are transient and seemingly neither atypical nor
severe in nature. 5

dominated by a platelet count of 6 X 109/l. A careful medical
history revealed that the patient had presented few weeks ago
in an outside hospital with multiple bruises on shoulder, arms
and legs and a large hematoma on his hand after minor trauma
and was found to have platelet count of 1 X 109/l. He had been
diagnosed with ITP based on exclusion of other causes and
supported by normal bone marrow biopsy. He had received
IVIG, steroids, platelet transfusion and anti-RhD, all of which

In the past several years, Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is rising as a
prominent aetiology in cases of persistent thrombocytopenia.
While treatment of refractory ITP generally involves modalities
with potentially harmful risks, eradication of CMV (in positive
cases) has shown to help normal treatment regain their
effectiveness. Here, we aim to reinforce the need to recognize
CMV as an important aetiology in cases of severe persistent
thrombocytopenia.

with hematuria and melena. His laboratory findings were

proved to be refractory. Laparoscopic splenectomy had been
performed, but had yielded little response.
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Initial management of ITP with platelet transfusion and

secondary causes are HIV, Hepatitis C, SLE, hematological

steroids was done. After a few days, patient developed severe

malignancies and drug-induced. ITP is often a diagnosis of

hypertension and seizures, which was attributed to high

exclusion as other causes are more common and readily

dose steroids. Steroids were tapered and he was started on

reversible. 10

Levetiracetam, Thromboplastin weekly and Rituximab. MRI
revealed progressive reversible leukoencephalopathy, which
forced the discontinuation of Rituximab. Patient received
platelet transfusions in events of epistaxis and severe
thrombocytopenia to which he responded well transiently.
During his hospital stay, platelet count remained stable
between 10-15 X 109/l. Patient received platelet transfusion
and Nplate (thrombopoiesis-stimulating agent) on the day of
discharge. The plan was to receive platelets every third day and
Nplate every week.

Isolated thrombocytopenia on blood films with rest of the
complete blood count entirely normal and absence of any
other non-immune or secondary immune causes prompts one
to make a diagnosis of ITP. Standard practice is to commence
treatment with steroid with or without immunoglobulin
when platelet count falls below 20 X 109/l or 50 X 109/l in the
presence of bleeding. 11 Splenectomy has been the next most
effective treatment for ITP with the highest rate of complete
and durable remissions. 12 An anit-CD-20 monoclonal antibody,
Rituximab has been associated with an improvement in platelet

The patient was noted to have persistently elevated
transaminases in his follow up-visit. An infectious workup
revealed an acute CMV infection. He was admitted with
a platelet count of 11000 and was started on intravenous
Foscarnet but later switched to oral Valganciclovir due to deep
venous thrombosis, a complication that developed after PICC
line insertion. N-plate was discontinued; platelet transfusion
and anticoagulants were held due to fear of exacerbation of
clot. Platelet counts were similar as at the time of admission
while being treated for CMV viremia. He was discharged after

count response in 60% of patients.
ITP is considered refractory when it presists for more than three
months with a platelet count <30X109/l and does not respond
to splenectomy and rituximab. 13 In cases of postsplenectomy
refractory

thrombocytopenia,

(cyclophoshamide,

immunosuppressants

azathioprine,

mycophenolatemefotil),

cyclosporine,

vincaalkaloids(vinblastine,

vincristine), thrombopoiesis-stimulating agents and androgenic
treatment(Danazol) have been used but not always responsive.
In the past several years, cases of apparently idiopathic ITP

a week of hospital stay.

have been found to be secondary to an unsuspected, persistent

Outcome and Follow up care

infection. Among other infectious agents, Cytomegalovirus is

In the follow up visits, CMV was detected but not quantifiable

gaining recognition as an uncommon etiology. CMV usually

and his platelet count was found to be stable and improving.

manifests in an immunocompromised host but is usually
asymptomatic and usually detected retrospectively in the

Past medical history

immunocompetent. It is a well recognized cause of ‘glandular

The patient had a remote history of Hodgkin’s disease

fever’- like illness with atypical mononuclear cells in peripheral

diagnosed and treated at an outside hospital at 14 years of age.

smear. Sites most often involved include the lung, liver, spleen,

He had been assured that there was no evidence of recurrence

gastrointestinal tract and CNS.

2 years ago and had not followed up since.

of persistent subclinical transaminitis prompted an acute

In our case, the presence

infection workup. CMV has been reported to both cause and

DISCUSSION

perpetuate ITP in pediatric as well as adult population. 5, 15, 16

Immune Thrombocytopenic Purpura is an acute, self-limited
disease in the vast majority of children whereas in adults,
ITP has an insidious onset, often with a chronic course. The
incidence of ITP in adults increases with age and most cases
achieve stable remission. 6,7,8. Common presentations of ITP are
petechiae and purpura but can include fatal complications such
as intracerebral and intracranial bleeding. Prognosis for most
patients is generally good with a small percentage of mortality,
attributed mainly to severe refractory thrombocytopenia. 9
ITP is a cause of primary immune thrombocytopenia whereas
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Several hypotheses have been put forward regarding
attribution of virus and bacteria to ITP. While molecular
mimicry and chronic infection leading to immune dysregulation
are possible, CMV is able to directly infect megakaryocytes and
thereby decrease platelet production. 17, 18, 19 This seems to be
the best explanation for the failure to respond to any of the
conventional ITP therapies, especially as their primary effects
are to block platelet destruction, not to stimulate platelet
production. 20 Cytomegalovirus has been detected via culture,
serologies, antigen assays, PCR, and cytopathology.
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Treatment options invariably consist of antivirals, which
remained the same for our case. In a study, a combination of
both IV ganciclovir and IV cytogam had been used to optimize
rapid suppression of the CMV. 5 The same study showed that
use of steroids and other immunosuppressive treatment
may exacerbate the primary CMV infection and worsen the

treatment of CMV has seen to vary widely between studies.
The presence of isolated thrombocytopenia with or without
history of fever and myalgia, presence of subclinical
transaminitis and atypical lymphocytes on smear should
incline a clinician to suspect CMV, especially in endemic areas.
These considerations can avoid the aggressive treatments

ITP, or at least prevent it from improving. Also of interest is

of refractory ITP and their fatal side effects. Nevertheless,

that, when CMV is controlled by anti-viral therapies, normal

a limited or no response to ITP specific therapies such as

treatments for ITP, such as IVIG and splenectomy regain their

IVIG, anti-D, steroids, immunosuppressants should prompt

effectiveness. The response rate of platelet counts following

hematologists to test CMV as a part of their ITP investigation.

5
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